Keyphrase extraction is the task of automatically selecting a small set of phrases that best describe a given free text document. Supervised keyphrase extraction requires large amounts of labeled training data and generalizes very poorly outside the domain of the training data. At the same time, unsupervised systems have poor accuracy, and often do not generalize well, as they require the input document to belong to a larger corpus also given as input. Furthermore, both supervised and unsupervised methods are often too slow for real-time scenarios and suffer from over-generation. Addressing these drawbacks, in this paper, we tackle keyphrase extraction from single documents with EmbedRank: a novel unsupervised method, that leverages sentence embeddings. EmbedRank achieves higher F-scores than graph-based state of the art systems on standard datasets and is suitable for real-time processing of large amounts of Web data. With EmbedRank, we also explicitly increase coverage and diversity among the selected keyphrases by introducing an embeddingbased maximal marginal relevance (MMR) for new phrases. A user study including over 200 votes showed that, although reducing the phrases' semantic overlap leads to no gains in F-score, our high diversity selection is preferred by humans.
Introduction
Document keywords and keyphrases enable faster and more accurate search in large text collections, serve as condensed document summaries, and are used for various other applications, such as categorization of documents. In particular, keyphrase extraction is a crucial component when gleaning real-time insights from large amounts of Web and social media data, which is a now routine task in companies across the world. In this case, it is essential for the extraction to be fast and for the keyphrases to be disjoint. However, existing systems are complex and slow, and are plagued by overgeneration, i.e. extracting redundant keyphrases (e.g., "European Commission" and "Commission").
Here, we address both these problems with a new unsupervised algorithm.
Unsupervised keyphrase extraction has a series of advantages over supervised methods. Supervised keyphrase extraction always requires the existence of a (large) annotated corpus of both documents and their manually selected keyphrases to train on -a very strong requirement in most cases. In addition, supervised methods perform poorly outside of the domain represented by the training corpus -a big issue, considering that the domain of new documents may not be known at all. Unsupervised keyphrase extraction addresses such information-constrained situations in one of two ways: (a) by relying on in-corpus statistical information (e.g., the inverse document frequency of the words), and the current document; (b) by only using information extracted from the current document.
We propose EmbedRank -an unsupervised method to automatically extract keyphrases from a document, that is both simple and only requires the current document itself, rather than an entire corpus that this document may be linked to.
Our method relies on notable new developments in text representation learning [Le et al., 2014; Kiros et al., 2015; Pagliardini et al., 2017] , where documents or word sequences of arbitrary length are embedded into the same continuous vector space. This opens the way to computing semantic relatedness among text fragments by using the induced similarity measures in that feature space. Using these semantic text representations, we guarantee the two most challenging properties of keyphrases: informativeness obtained by the distance between the embedding of a candidate phrase and that of the full document; diversity expressed by the distances among candidate phrases themselves.
In a traditional F-score evaluation, EmbedRank clearly outperforms the current state of the art (i.e. complex graph-based methods [Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Wan and Xiao, 2008; Rui Wang, Wei Liu, 2015] ) on two out of three common datasets for keyphrase extraction; it matches the state of the art on the third dataset. We also evaluated the impact of ensuring diversity by conducting a user study, since this aspect cannot be captured by the F-score evaluation. The study showed that users highly prefer keyphrases with the diversity property.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present an unsupervised method based on phrase and document embeddings for keyphrase extraction, as opposed to standard individual word embeddings.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work on keyphrase extraction and sentence embeddings is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we present how our method works. An enhancement of the method allowing us to gain a control over the redundancy of the extracted keyphrases is then described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains the different experiments that we performed.
Related Work
A comprehensive, albeit slightly dated survey on keyphrase extraction is available [Hasan and Ng, 2011] . Here, we focus on unsupervised methods, as they are superior in many ways (domain independence, no training data) and represent the state of the art in performance. As EmbedRank relies heavily on (sentence) embeddings, we also discuss the state of the art in this area in the second part of this section.
Unsupervised Keyphrase Extraction
Unsupervised keyphrase extraction comes in two flavors: corpus-dependent [Wan and Xiao, 2008] and corpusindependent. Corpus-independent methods, including our proposed method, require no other inputs than the one document from which to extract keyphrases. Most such existing methods are graph-based, with the notable exceptions of KeyCluster [Liu et al., 2009] and TopicRank [Bougouin et al., 2013] . In graph-based keyphrase extraction, first introduced with TextRank [Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004] , the target document is a graph, in which nodes represent words and edges represent the co-occurrence of the two endpoints inside some window. The edges may be weighted, like in SingleRank [Wan and Xiao, 2008] , using the number of co-occurrences as weights. The words (or nodes) are scored using some node ranking metric, such as degree centrality or PageRank [Page, 1998 ]. Scores of individual words are then aggregated into scores of multi-word phrases. Finally, sequences of consecutive words which respect a certain sequence of part-of-speech tags are considered as candidate phrases and ranked by their scores.
Recently, WordAttractionRank [Rui Wang, Wei Liu, 2015] followed an approach similar to SingleRank, with the difference of using a new weighting scheme for edges between two words, to incorporate the distance between their word embedding representation. [Florescu and Caragea, 2017] use node weights, favoring words appearing earlier in the text.
Departing from the popular graph approach, KeyCluster [Liu et al., 2009 ] introduces a clustering-based approach. The words present in the target document are clustered and, for each cluster, one word is selected as an "exemplar term". Candidate phrases are filtered as before, using the sequence of part-of-speech tags and, finally, candidates which contain at least one exemplar term are returned as the keyphrases.
TopicRank [Bougouin et al., 2013] combines the graph and clustering-based approaches. Candidate phrases are first clustered, then a graph where each node represents a cluster is created. The top N clusters are found using a centrality metric and the keyphrases are computed by selecting the most representative member of each cluster. Clustering the candidate phrases reduces redundancy and improves diversity. However, TopicRank clusters phrases based on the percentage of shared words, resulting in e.g., "fantastic teacher" and "great instructor" not being clustered together, despite expressing the same idea.
EmbedRank differs from the aforementioned methods as it represents both the document and all candidate phrases as vectors in a high-dimensional space, relying on state-of-theart semantic document embedding methods beyond simple averaging of word vectors. In the resulting vector space, we can therefore compute meaningful distances between a candidate phrase and the document (for informativeness), as well as the semantic distance between candidates (for diversity).
Word and Sentence Embeddings
Word2Vec [Mikolov et al., 2013] and related methods marked a very impactful advancement in representing words as vectors in a continuous vector space. Representing words with vectors in moderate dimensions solves several major drawbacks of the classic bag-of-words representation, including the lack of semantic relatedness between words and the very high dimensionality (size of the vocabulary).
Different methods are needed for representing entire sentences or documents. Skip-Thought [Kiros et al., 2015] provides sentence embeddings by means of recurrent neural networks, trained to predict neighboring sentences. Paragraph Vector [Le et al., 2014] finds paragraph embeddings using an unordered list of paragraphs. The method can be generalized to also work on sentences or entire documents, turning paragraph vectors into more generic document vectors [Lau and Baldwin, 2016] .
Sent2Vec [Pagliardini et al., 2017] uses word n-gram features to produce sentence embeddings. It produces word and n-gram vectors, which are specifically trained such that they can be additively combined into a sentence vector, as opposed to general word-vectors. Sent2Vec features much faster inference than Paragraph Vector [Le et al., 2014] or SkipThought [Kiros et al., 2015] . Similarly to recent word and document embeddings, Sent2Vec reflects semantic relatedness between phrases when using standard similarity measures on the corresponding vectors. This property is at the core of our method, as we show it outperforms competing embedding methods for keyphrase extraction.
EmbedRank: From Embeddings to Keyphrases
In this and the next section, we introduce and describe our novel keyphrase extraction method, EmbedRank. The method consists of three main steps, as follows: (1) We extract candidate phrases from the text, based on part-of-speech sequences. More precisely, we keep only those phrases that consist of zero or more adjectives followed by one or multiple nouns [Wan and Xiao, 2008] . (2) We use sentence embeddings to represent (embed), both the candidate phrases and the document itself in the same high-dimensional vector space (Sec. 3.1). (3) We rank the candidate phrases to select the output keyphrases (Sec. 3.2). In addition, in the next section, we show how to improve the ranking step, by providing a way to tune the diversity of the extracted keyphrases.
Embedding the Phrases and the Document
State-of-the-art text embeddings (word, sentence, document) have the remarkable property of capturing semantic related- ness via the distances between the corresponding vector representations within the shared vector space. In this step, we use this property to rank the candidate phrases extracted in the first step above, by measuring their distance to the original document. Thus, semantic relatedness between a candidate phrase and its document becomes a proxy for informativeness of the phrase.
Concretely, this second step of our keyphrase extraction method consists of: (a) Computing the document embedding. This includes a noise reduction procedure, where we keep only the adjectives and nouns contained in the input document.
(b) Computing the embedding of each candidate phrase separately, again with the same algorithm.
To determine the impact the document embedding method may have on the final outcome, we evaluate keyphrases obtained using both the popular Doc2Vec [Lau and Baldwin, 2016] (denoted EmbedRank d2v) and ones based on the newer Sent2vec [Pagliardini et al., 2017] (denoted EmbedRank s2v).
Both embedding methods allow us to embed arbitrarylength sequences of words. To embed both phrases and documents, we employ publicly available pre-trained models of Sent2Vec 2 and Doc2vec 3 . The pre-computed Sent2vec embeddings based on words and n-grams vectors have Z = Z s = 700 dimensions, while for Doc2vec Z = Z d = 300. All embeddings are trained on the large English Wikipedia corpus.
4 EmbedRank s2v is very fast, since Sent2vec infers a document embedding from the pre-trained model, by averaging the pre-computed representations of the text's components (words and n-grams), in a single linear pass through the text. EmbedRank d2v is slower, as Doc2vec uses the embedding network to infer a vector for the whole document. Both methods provide vectors comparable in the same semantic space, no matter if the input "document" is a word, a phrase, a sentence or an entire document.
After this step, we have one Z-dimensional vector representing our document and a Z-dimensional vector for each of our candidate phrases, all sharing the same reference space. Figure 1a shows a concrete example, using EmbedRank s2v, from one of the datasets we used for evaluation (scientific abstracts). As can be seen by comparing document titles and candidate phrases, our initial assumption holds in this example: the closer a phrase is to the document vector, the more informative that phrase is for the document. Therefore, it is sensible to use the cosine similarity between the embedding of the candidate phrase and the document embedding as a measure of informativeness.
Selecting the Top Candidates
Based on the above, we select the top keyphrases out of the initial set, by ranking the candidate phrases according to their cosine distance to the document embedding. In Figure 1a , this results in ten highlighted keyphrases, which are clearly in line with the document's title.
Nevertheless, it is notable that there can be significant redundancy in the set of top keyphrases. For example, "molecular equivalence numbers" and "molecular equivalence in- dices" are both selected as separate keyphrases, despite expressing the same meaning. This problem can be elegantly solved by once again using our phrase embeddings and their cosine similarity as a proxy for semantic relatedness. We describe our proposed solution to this in the next section. Summarizing this section, we have proposed an unsupervised step-by-step method to extract informative keyphrases from a single document by using sentence embeddings.
EmbedRank++: Increasing Keyphrase Diversity with MMR
By returning the N candidate phrases closest to the document embedding, EmbedRank only accounts for the phrase informativeness property, leading to redundant keyphrases. In scenarios where users directly see the extracted keyphrases (e.g. text summarization, tagging for search), this is problematic: redundant keyphrases adversely impact the user's experience. This can deteriorate to the point in which providing keyphrases becomes completely useless.
Moreover, if we extract a fixed number of top keyphrases, redundancy hinders the diversification of the extracted keyphrases. In the document from Figure 1a , the extracted keyphrases include {topological shape, topological shapes} and {molecular equivalence number, molecular equivalence numbers, molecular equivalence indices}. That is, four out of the ten keyphrase "slots" are taken by redundant phrases.
This problem bears strong resemblance to search result diversification [Drosou and Pitoura, 2010] , where a search engine must provide search results which balance querydocument relevance and document diversity. One of the simplest and most effective solutions to this is the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [Goldstein, 1998 ] metric, which combines in a controllable way the concepts of relevance and diversity. In the following, we show how to adapt MMR to keyphrase extraction, in order to combine keyphrase informativeness with dissimilarity among selected keyphrases.
The original MMR from information retrieval and text summarization is based on the set of all initially retrieved documents, R, for a given input query Q, and on an initially empty set S representing documents that are selected as good answers for Q. S is iteratively populated by computing MMR as described in Equation 1, where D i and D j are retrieved documents, and Sim 1 and Sim 2 are similarity functions.
MMR := arg max
When λ = 1 MMR computes a standard, relevance-ranked list, while when λ = 0 it computes a maximal diversity ranking of the documents in R.
To use MMR here, we adapt the original equation as:
where C is the set of candidate keyphrases, K is the set of extracted keyphrases, doc is the full document embedding, C i and C j are the embeddings of candidate phrases i and j, respectively. Finally, cos sim is a normalized cosine similarity [Mori and Sasaki, 2003 ], described by the following equations. This ensures that, when λ = 0.5, the relevance and diversity parts of the equation have equal importance.
We apply an analogous transformation for the similarities among the candidate phrases themselves.
Summarizing, the method presented in the previous section is equivalent to using our newly defined MMR for keyphrase extraction from Equation (2) with λ = 1. The generalized version of the algorithm, EmbedRank++, remains the same, except for the last step, where we instead use Equation (2) to perform the final selection of the N candidates, therefore returning simultaneously relevant and diverse keyphrases, tuned by the trade-off parameter λ.
Experiments and results
In this section we show that EmbedRank outperforms the graph-based state-of-the-art schemes on the most common datasets, when using traditional F-score evaluation. In addition, we report on the results of a sizable user study showing that, although EmbedRank++ achieves slightly lower Fscores than EmbedRank, users prefer the semantically diverse keyphrases it returns to those computed by the other method.
We first present the datasets on which we evaluate our method. Then we compare EmbedRank's performance to the state of the art. Finally, we describe the user study.
Datasets
We evaluate our methods on three common datasets for keyphrase extraction, summarized in Table 2 : Comparison of our method with state of the art on the three datasets. Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-score (F1) at 5, 10, 15 are reported. Two variations of EmbedRank with λ = 1 are presented: s2v uses Sent2Vec embeddings, while d2v uses Doc2Vec.
sake of consistency with previous work on keyphrase extraction [Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Hasan and Ng, 2010; Bougouin et al., 2013; Wan and Xiao, 2008] , we evaluated our methods on the test part of dataset (500 documents). DUC 2001 consists of 308 medium length newspaper articles from TREC-9. The documents originate from several newspapers and are organized in 30 topics. Wan and Xiao [Wan and Xiao, 2008] created the dataset, including manual annotations. For keyphrase extraction, we used exclusively the text contained in the first <TEXT> tags of the original documents (we do not use titles and other metadata).
Nguyen [Nguyen and Kan, 2007] consists of 211 long documents (full scientific conference papers), of between 4 and 12 pages. Each document has several sets of keyphrases: one created by the authors and, potentially, several others created by annotators. Following Hasan and Ng [Hasan and Ng, 2010] , we evaluate on the union of all sets of assigned keyphrases (author and annotator(s)). We discarded two documents with no assigned keyphrases. This dataset is similar to another one widely used for keyphrase extraction: SemEval. Since our results on SemEval are very similar to Nguyen, we leave them out due to space constraints.
As shown in Table 1 , not all assigned keyphrases are present in the documents (missing kp in doc). It is thus impossible to achieve a recall of 100%. We show in the next subsection that our method beats the state of the art on short scientific documents and clearly outperforms it on medium length news articles. On long scientific documents, TopicRank [Bougouin et al., 2013] performs better. We hypothesize that this is due to the use of positional bias: i.e. giving higher relevance to phrases appearing earlier in the document. We confirm this hypothesis by showing that EmbedRank with positional bias matches TopicRank's performance.
Performance Comparison and Discussion
We compare EmbedRank s2v and d2v (no diversity) to four state-of-the-art, corpus-independent methods 5 : TextRank [Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004] , SingleRank [Wan and Xiao, 2008] , WordAttractionRank [Rui Wang, Wei Liu, 2015] , and TopicRank 6 [Bougouin et al., 2013] . For TextRank and SingleRank, we set the window size to 2 and to 10 respectively, i.e. the values used in the respective papers. We used the same PoS tagged text for all methods. For both underlying d2v and s2v document embedding methods, we use their standard settings as described in Section 3.
We followed the common practice to stem -with the Porter Stemmer [Porter, 1980] -the extracted and assigned keyphrases when computing the number of true positives. As shown in Table 2 , EmbedRank performs significantly better than the state of the art on two of the three datasets in terms of precision, recall, and Macro F 1 score. In the context of typical Web-oriented use cases, most data comes as either very short documents (e.g. tweets) or medium ones (e.g. news articles). The expected performance for Web applications is thus closer to the one observed on the Inspec and DUC2001 datasets, rather than on Nguyen.
However, on long documents, TopicRank outperforms all other methods. The most plausible explanation is that, when selecting an exemplar from the top selected clusters, TopicRank takes the one that appears first in the document. As the original paper points out, using this feature leads to an important gain on long documents. Not using it can lead to a 90% relative drop in F-score. We add this feature to EmbedRank by multiplying the distance of a candidate to the document by the normalized offset position of the candidate. We thus confirm the "positional bias" hypothesis, with EmbedRank positional matching the TopicRank scores.
The results also show that the choice of document embeddings has a high impact on the keyphrase quality. Compared to EmbedRank d2v, EmbedRank s2v is significantly better for DUC2001 and Nguyen, regardless of how many phrases are extracted. On Inspec however, changing the embeddings from doc2vec to sent2vec made almost no difference. A possible explanation is that, given the small size of the original text, the extracted keyphrases have a high likelihood of being single words, thus removing the advantage of having better embeddings for word groups. In all other cases, the results show a clear superiority of Sent2Vec over Doc2Vec in terms of accuracy, adding to the already existing practical advantage of improved inference speed for very large datasets.
Keyphrase Diversity and Human Preference
In this section, we add EmbedRank++ to the evaluation using the same three datasets. We fixed λ to 0.5 in the adapted MMR equation (2), to ensure equal importance to informativeness and diversity. As shown in Figure 1b , EmbedRank++ reduces the redundancy we faced with EmbedRank. However, EmbedRank++ surprisingly results in a decrease of the F-score, as shown in Table 2 .
To investigate this more in depth, we conducted a user study where we asked people to choose between two sets of extracted keyphrases: one generated with EmbedRank (λ = 1) and another with EmbedRank++ (λ = 0.5). We set N to the number of assigned keyphrases for each document. During the study, we provided the annotators with the original text, and ask them to choose between the two sets.
For this user study, we randomly selected 20 documents from the Inspec and 20 documents from the DUC2001 dataset, collected 214 binary user preference votes. The long scientific papers (Nguyen) were included in the study, as the full papers were considered too long and too difficult for nonexperts to comprehend and summarize.
As shown in Figure 2 , users largely prefer the keyphrase extracted with EmbedRank++ (λ = 0.5). This is a major finding, as it is in contradiction with the F-scores given in Table 2 . If the result is confirmed by future tests, it casts a shadow on using solely F-score as an evaluation measure for keyphrase quality. A similar issue was shown to be present in Information Retrieval test collections [Tonon et al., 2015] , and calls for research on new evaluation methodologies. We acknowledge that the presented study is a preliminary one and does not support a strong claim about the usefulness of the F-score for the given problem. It does however show that people dislike redundancy in summaries and that the λ < 1 parameter in EmbedRank is a promising way of reducing it.
Our intuition behind this novel result is that the EmbedRank method (λ = 1), as well as WordAttractionRank, SingleRank and TextRank can suffer from an accumulation of a lot of redundant keyphrases in which a true positive is present. By restricting the redundancy with EmbedRank++, we might select a keyphrase that is not present in the gold keyphrases, but expresses exactly the same idea. By doing so, with the current F-score evaluation, we are penalized as if we had chosen a totally unrelated keyphrase.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented EmbedRank and EmbedRank++, two simple and scalable methods for keyphrase extraction from a single document, that leverage sentence embeddings. Both methods are entirely unsupervised, corpus-independent, and they only require the current document itself, rather than the entire corpus to which it belongs (that might not exist at all). They both depart from traditional methods for keyphrase extraction based on graph representations of the input text, and fully embrace sentence embeddings and their ability to model the concepts of informativeness and diversity.
EmbedRank can be implemented on top of any underlying document embeddings, provided that these embeddings can encode documents of arbitrary length. We compared the results obtained with Doc2Vec and Sent2Vec, the latter one being much faster at inference time, which is important in a Web-scale setting. We showed that on short and medium length documents, EmbedRank based on Sent2Vec consistently improves the state of the art, while match it on long documents, by employing an intuitive artifice.
Additionally, thanks to a fairly large user study that we run, we showed that users appreciate diversity of keyphrases, and we raised questions on the reliability of evaluations of keyphrase extraction systems based on F-score.
